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WITHOUT DUAL CLUTCH
TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY,
YOU’RE JUST GETTING LEFT BEHIND.
Maybe it’s the fact that in the time you read this, a Dual Clutch Transmission could switch gears 40,000
times. Perhaps it’s the fact that DCTs appeal to more buyers by combining impressive fuel-economy,
the smooth ride of an automatic and the speed of a manual. It could be the fact that leading clutch
suppliers estimate they’ll quadruple DCT sales by 2014. Or maybe it’s the fact that by 2015, 10% of all
passenger cars will have them.

DCTFACTS.COM gives you endless reasons to believe that DCTs are the future generation
of transmissions. And the more you know about them, the further ahead you’ll get.

DCTFACTS.COM
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The Shape Of Things To Come In The
Automotive World

As the auto industry reshapes itself, one company is in the forefront of EMC and RF testing; providing everything
you need to meet tomorrow’s challenges. AR has high, medium & low power amps for whole vehicle,
subsystem, component and interoperability testing. And AR amps have the performance,
dependability and quality to cut any testing job down to size.
Now we’re creating amps with “subampability,” the ability to add power as needed and when
additional budget dollars are available. With over three decades in automotive testing, AR is the number one
source for everything from amplifiers and power-matched accessories to complete test systems.
Our RF Conducted Immunity test system tests to automotive specs with an unmatched level of reliability,
flexibility and ease of use. The PL7004 pulse laser probe is designed specifically for use in measuring radar pulsed electric fields
for the 1.2 - 1.4 & 2.7 - 3.1 GHz bands. Everything we do makes testing easier, more accurate and more cost-effective.
AR supplies a multitude of unique RF solutions to companies around the world – including the major automobile
manufacturers. Our limitless support network is second to none, and everything we sell is backed by the most comprehensive
warranty in the industry.
For any EMC/RF test on the entire vehicle or any of its parts, one company will always reflect well on your business, AR.

Connect with an AR Europe Sales Associate: www.ar-europe.ie/contact.php
www.arworld.us

ISO 9001:2008
Certified

ar europe
National Technology Park, Ashling Building, Limerick, Ireland • 353-61-504300 • www.ar-europe.ie
In Europe, call ar United Kingdom 441-908-282766 • ar France 33-1-47-91-75-30
emv GmbH 89-614-1710 • ar Benelux 31-172-423-000

www.arworld.us

Copyright © 2012 AR. The orange stripe on AR products is Reg. U.S. Pat. & TM. Off.
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Overcapacity in Europe:
something’s got to give
There might have been 256 premiers at last
month’s Geneva Salon, ranging from all-new
cars to blingy paint jobs, but they were all
overshadowed by the news that General
Motors is taking a 7% stake in PSA
Peugeot-Citroën. This is an alliance that is
predicted to save €1.5 billion in total annual
synergies within five years, by which time
both parties hope to launch the first vehicle
on a common platform.
Like hasty Los Vegas-style marriages, alliances between car
makers don’t have a good track record: Daimler’s dalliance
with Mitsubishi and Chrysler, and Volkswagen getting into bed
with Suzuki, all ended in tears. And one mustn’t forget GM’s illfated partnership with Fiat.
Time will only tell if the Franco-American relationship will
fare any better. In the meantime, while it may impact on their
global purchasing strategy, what it doesn’t do is address the
‘elephant in the room’ of European overcapacity. Currently,
there are enough factories to assemble some 24 million cars in
Europe, compared to market sales totalling 16 million. But with
general elections in France this year and Germany next, the
politically sensitive issue of plant closures is going to be kicked
into the long grass for some time to come.
Fiat’s Sergio Marchionne, who has long argued that the
industry needs to scale back its manufacturing operations to
increase its viability, even suggested he would be open to talks
with Volvo to develop a new small car, where profit margins are
notoriously thin.
Away from the bright lights of Geneva, there is increased
interest in advanced Ethernet systems to cope with the
growing demand of electronic communications in vehicles
(page18), while your smartphone may provide you with traffic
information at the fraction of the cost of installing roadside
traffic management systems (page 34).

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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Lightweight steels are
key to Toyota’s future
Advanced high strength steels of more than
200 megapascals, with elongation similar to
aluminium, are key to future vehicle light
weighting, according to Toyota’s Koji Makino,
project manager for the FT-Bh, seen at
Geneva; the 3985mm concept weighs just
786Kgs.
“The next big step in CO2 reduction will
come in the manufacturing process of
materials like steel,” said Makino, adding:
“The amount of CO2 produced during steel
manufacturing is comparable to that created
during the car’s driving life. On a global scale,
there’s a movement to reduce the CO2 in
making the materials, with new steel or
aluminium processes underway.”
Makino predicted the new materials would
be in series production “between 2015 and
2020,” leading to a halving of the car’s weight
and doubling in its structural integrity.
Although he said that physics limited the
amount of fuel saving from the engine, the FTBh one-litre, direct injection, twin cylinder
Atkinson cycle engine, with its balancer shaft
and 13:1 compression ratio, still develops
36kW and 80Nm, producing only 49 g/km or
2.1l/100Kms in hybrid form or just 19g/kms
(0.8l/100Kms) as a plug-in hybrid.

Makino suggested that, as oil prices start
to escalate, alternative fuels such as
compressed natural gas (CNG) become more
attractive; a CNG version of this engine would
emit only 38 g/Kms.
There’s a new vibration control system
where the electric motor pulses in opposite
phases to the pistons, to even out power
surges. The engine drives a compact version
of the company’s tried and tested
petrol/electric hybrid system, which is similar
to that in the new hybrid Yaris.
Toyota has taken an holistic approach to
this car’s engineering: advanced aerodynamics
developed by members of Toyota’s former F1
team are behind the car’s complex body form,
resulting in a Cd figure of just 0.235. Particular
attention was paid to airflow around the front
bumpers and down the cars’ flanks. As well as
creating a smooth underbody, airflow from the
rear arches is vented out through the rear
bumper. Mercedes-Benz introduced a similar
system on its 2007 ‘C’ class, with air venting
through the tail lights minimising turbulence
that could lead to rear axle lift and yaw
movement.
The interior is heavily insulated to prevent
heat loss in cold weather and prevent cold loss

in hot weather, which reduces the load on the
heating, ventilation and air conditioning
system. Half the trim is made with plantderived materials, which reduces the
environmental footprint, but the other half is
man-made to reduce weight and bulk.
As Makino points out, thermal
management is a big part of the FT-Bh’s fuelsaving strategy, and simply heating and
cooling a car’s trim is a costly use of
resources. “Less interior, less thermal

GM unveils unique twin cooler system
Opel-Vauxhall’s new two-litre bi-turbo diesel is the first engine to use a twin-cooler system, says Jeffrey Lux, vice
president General Motors Europe powertrain engineering.
Although he admits it is “still fairly expensive,” he adds that “in a premium application, where previously it
would have been a V6 diesel cost wise, compared to that the twin turbo is quite a good deal.”
Development of the engine, which produces 136kW and 400Nm while delivering 4.9l/100Kms, or 129 g/km
CO2, began in 2006-007 following the break-up of the Fiat-GM alliance.
“What is key and unique is that we have two intercoolers to maximise the build-up of pressure in the
system,” explains assistant chief engineer Massimo Giraud, “a standard nine-litre intercooler, plus a three-litre
water cooler just for the small compressor. This is located on the engine to minimise routing from the
compressor to the intake manifold, cutting in half the time it takes the turbo to come on boost.”
Up to 1,500rpm only, the smaller of the two Borg Warner turbos is operating by sucking air from the bigger
compressor and through the intercooler, which helps to pre-cool it. Even at these low engine speeds, torque
build-up is impressive, with 320Nm available at just 1,250rpm.
Between 1,500 and 3,000 rpm, the turbos work in concert with the larger of two actuators managing the
gas flow between the two turbos. Beyond 3,000rpm, the valve is completely open, with all the air fed into the
larger turbo and none into the smaller. Absolute boost pressure is three bar, with a 5,000rpm engine cut-off,
although power starts to drop from around 4,500rpm, according to Giraud.
As well as its comparatively high revving nature for a diesel, the engine runs a 16.5:1 compression ratio.
“Lower compression ratios will be a trend for Euro6,” says Giraud, adding that GM is still looking for the ideal figure.
“Higher engine speeds and lower compression ratio is very interesting and something that we’re looking at,” he adds.
On account of the higher thermal loads, the block has been refined with additional ribs, which now read across to
all of GM’s two-litre diesels.
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To achieve a sleeker, lower bonnet line for its new V40 hatchback, Volvo, with supplier Autoliv, has
developed the world’s first pedestrian-protection airbag, according to exterior designer Chris Benjamin.
The bag is packaged around the wiper pivots. When activated, the trailing edge of the bonnet is
pushed upward and the bag unfurls to cover the hard structures at the base of the windscreen, with
‘ears’ at the extremities providing cushioning up the A-pillars.
The activation system uses seven sensors in the front bumper. Volvo says the algorithms can
distinguish between a human and an animal leg, and the system doesn’t fire for an animal, even one as
large as a moose. It will fire for human adults or children.
A simple latch in the bonnet prevents it lifting by more than about 100mm. This is enough to let the
airbag out, as well as to provide a deformation space to reduce injuries to the pedestrian from hard areas
at the top of the engine. The bag quickly deflates and Volvo says the car can be driven onward.
Not only is the system claimed to benefit pedestrian safety, but the designers say it gave them
freedom to keep the hood-line low over the engine, making the front of the car look sleeker.

capacity, so less to heat up and cool down.”
For the same reason, the FT-Bh hordes its
temperature, with heat-reflective glass and
a new heat-reflective paint.
Even the dashboard is minimised to
reduce weight, bulk and electricity
consumption, while the central display in front
of the driver has an LED-style display that
uses electrically conductive paper.
Michelin developed special low-rolling
resistant tyres for the FT-Bh.

Bespoke dashboard delivers rich returns
Harman has created a new ‘context-aware’ infotainment system concept that creates a virtual
personalised dashboard for the driver. The system combines advanced smartphone integration
technologies, cloud-based Aha platform, and flexible human-machine interface (HMI) design including
gesture recognition, to deliver media-rich digital content into the car in an intuitive, easy-to-use
manner, without compromising safety.
With ‘Learning Navigation’ integrated in the infotainment system, it is now expanding its
portfolio to include the personalised route map visualisation systems. The navigation system ‘learns’
by monitoring the driver’s operation
characteristics such as speed and
braking habits, preferred routes and
interactions with the system. Based
on this data the HMI display will, for
example, change the zoom factor
between intersection mode and
regular view. The navigation system
also detects driver alertness through
sensors that measure the driver’s
steering wheel movements, voice
timbre, and braking and accelerating
behaviour, to intelligently propose
less risky routes or suggest stopping
for a rest.
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News in brief Ford’s new
Smaller, lighter radiator

Denso has developed a new, more
efficient radiator that is 40% smaller and
lighter, compared to previous versions.
Made from a plant-derived resin, the new
radiator is only 16 mm wide, but equal in
performance to the conventional 27 mm
wide radiators, resulting in a substantial
size and weight reduction. Denso
increased the amount of louvres located
on the surface of the fin - to 30% per unit
area to improve thermal efficiency.

Bumper harvest

Mazda, working with Japan Polypropylene
Corporation, has created a new resin
material for vehicle parts that maintains
the same rigidity as parts made with
conventional materials, while achieving
20% weight reduction in bumpers of its
CX-5 compact crossover. Mazda blended
two components found in polypropylene
and rubber, the constituents of resin, that
have different properties and succeeded
in distributing them in a double-layer
structure, in line with the required function
for the surface and the inside of the base
bumper material.

Carbon fibre surge

Carbon fibre is playing an increasingly
important role in industrial badge and
nameplate manufacturing, according to
Diametric. Demand is forecast to grow
from 46,000 tonnes in 2011 to 140,000
tonnes by 2020, states a recent report,
Graham Steele, who oversees automotive
badge and nameplate manufacturing at
Diametric, says he is not surprised by the
figures. “Cosmetically, it also has its
benefits and manufacturers that are
looking to appeal to a younger
demographic, we have found, are using
carbon fibre internally more and more.”

model
onslaught

Ford plans to refresh 170% of its model
portfolio by 2016, according to newly appointed
group vice president global product
development, Raj Nair.
“The in-depth platform knowledge we have
in Dearborne, Merkenich, Dunton and
Melbourne means we can bring out top hats
from any of those locations, as well as China
and Brazil etc. That lets us take advantage of
the emerging markets. The Ecosport is a great
example of this, with the platform done in
Merkenich and the top hat in Brazil for a sector
they invented. It’s now having a lot of worldwide
applications, including India, and is a example
of how One Ford will work.
“I think Ford is unique, in that its product
development cycle plan is very innovative
worldwide. If you look at some of the
competition, they’re either doing all of the work
in one location or, if they’re leveraging different
engineering centres, they’re resulting in
different platforms. The combination of a global
product plan, leveraging eight engineering
centres, gives us a competitive edge.”
Elsewhere, his colleague, Paul Macarenas,
Ford’s chief technology officer and vice
president research and advanced engineering,
said the marque’s strategy was one of “being
recognised as an innovative company; a
technology company that is changing the image
of Ford away from not just being a car or truck
manufacturer, but an innovator.

Raj Nair,
group vice president global
product development

“It’s a combination of us driving the
innovations and the supply chain coming to us
with ideas, plus additional inputs from nontraditional partners like Microsoft, Sony, Nuance
for voice technology, Navteq, and others such
as Samsung, Apple or Google – companies that
are the leading edge of consumer technologies
and how they can help us to develop vehicles
for future generations.”
He looked to a future where each OEM
would have it own cloud that could be
transported between different models. “Right
now, it’s partitioned, but, if you think into the
future, once you’re connected to the cloud it
could access powertrain and chassis
controllers, not just for upgrades, but to
personalise the driving experience. That’s a
10-15 year vision, but it could be accelerated,
depending on developments.”

Steeling the show

BASF has joined together with its partners
Bekaert (Belgium) and Voestalpine
Plastics Solutions (Netherlands) with
the objective of employing and further
developing their new Energy Absorption,
Safety and Integrity (EASI) technology.
The steel cord reinforcement employed
in the EASI concept ensures that an
injection moulded part retains its
structural integrity. Whilst EASI parts may
be damaged in a crash, they are still able
to absorb energy and direct it further into
the structure.
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Paul Macarenas,
Ford’s chief technology officer
and vice president research
and advanced engineering
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Green airbag
modules
TRW is claiming to be the first
company to develop a new,
greener module where components, including
the airbag cover and retainer plate, are now
made from bio-based material that will go into
production later this year.
Manuel Poyant, core engineering manager

for driver airbags and steering wheel
systems at TRW, commented: “TRW is
using a new bio-based material for its
driver airbag modules that offers significant
environmental advantages. First, this
material reduces the vehicle’s ‘interior
emissions’ - the gases that are released at low
levels from new materials, particularly at high
temperature. Reducing such emissions is now
a key focus, with leading vehicle manufacturers
specifying emissions limits for target

compounds released from trim materials. In
addition, a significant proportion of the carbon
in the new plastic material comes from
regenerative raw materials, which helps to
save fossil resources.
“The plastics sector has evolved
significantly in recent years and with the
greater focus from the automotive industry
on sustainable products and the environment,
greener technologies such as bio-materials
are high on vehicle manufacturers’ agendas.”

Smartphones aid
traffic management
Nokia location and commerce, a new business
model established by Nokia and Navteq, will enable
drivers to avoid traffic jams and delays by using their
smartphones, according to Nokia’s vice president
map platforms products, Christof Hellmis.
And, because Nokia’s location stack engine is
embedded into Windows 4, even competing
handset manufacturers that are licensing Windows
4 will get access. “If you will, it’s an open platform
when it comes to location,” Hellmis explains.
Navteq’s input, says senior vice president Bruno
Bourget, is meshing the information received from
smartphone users into its mapping technology.
“The information we get from the usage of the
application from the Nokia devices and other
partners provides us with very granular traffic
information. We know the density of devices at a
given point and advise drivers to avoid the route or
the Navteq’s mapping system could automatically
re-route them to avoid the congestion.”
The advantage of this system, states Hellmis,
is that it doesn’t require costly infrastructure, such
as sensors embedded in roads or by the roadside.
“In five years, you’ll see people connected all the
time, with more models built around people
contributing through their probes, traffic, driving,
public transport, offerings from shops and
businesses, and then providing behavourial and
statistical data to provide better service.
“We’re experimenting on our side with an
application that learns your driving behaviour. After
three or four days’ driving with your smartphone, it
will know the route you take and warn if the traffic
is bad and that you should start 10 minutes earlier
or take an alternative route. That will be enabled
through Navteq’s intelligent mapping platform,
which is just a few weeks away.”
An issue with navigation systems in the
automotive industry is that the freshness of the
data is not on a par with that on a mobile device.
“One of the key things connectivity will bring into
the car, in respect to navigation, is to have fresher
data. We’re working at getting 2.4m changes
per day onto the global data base, but it can take
two years before the changes are implemented
in the car.”
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We stabilize and regulate
safety on the road

Maintaining control of the vehicle at all times – hydraulic
pump pressure lines help here by transmitting power in
active suspension systems to compensate for vehicle
body movements. To ensure that the engine can provide
high power, our charge-air hoses bring a fresh breeze into
the process. These hoses can easily deal with temperatures from minus 40°C to 210°C in cars and up to 260°C in
trucks and buses.
We control all media flows in cars and trucks, machines and
plant systems. Impermeable and dynamic, as well as highly
temperature resistant and flexible, our hoses and hose lines
satisfy the requirements with regards to safety, environmental
protection and comfort.

C o n t i Te c h F l u i d Te c h n o l o g y – t h e c o n n e c t i n g f o rc e .
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Low volume production process revealed

Pininfarina’s Cambiano concept combines F1 Kinetic Energy Recovery
System (KERS) from Magnetti Marelli with a second-generation Bladon
Jets micro turbine and advanced Faam lithium ion batteries to deliver an
800 plus Kms range, 275 Km/h top speed and zero to 100Km/h in an
impressive 4.2 seconds.
Its low kerb weight of 1,690Kgs can be attributed to the first
application in a saloon of a low-cost thermo plastic reinforced carbon fibre
monocoque manufactured in low pressure tooling design, says Andrea
Maria Benedetto, vice president product and process development, for low
volume production.
Cast, welded and extruded aluminium modules front and rear, bolted

to the central monocoque, carry the
four electric motors, suspension
systems and the micro turbine.
“This allows us to easily alter the
carbon fibre platform to build a
shorter car,” explains Benedetto.
Under development with the
University of Camarino, the
batteries feature lithium nickel
manganese oxide, LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4,
with a spinel structure.
The battery pack has a
capacity of 50 kW/h, peak power
delivery of 500 kW and can be
recharged in six hours, using a six
kWh grid, and in 52 minutes with
the auxiliary power unit, says Faam
president Federico Vitali, who
predicts that, by 2015, battery life
will equal that of the car.
Each of the four Magnetti
Marelli electric motors has 60kWh
continuous power, with peaks of
150 kW, for a total of 600 kW
maximum power output and 640 Nm torque.
The 50kW Bladon micro turbine, weighing just 40Kgs, sits under the
front bonnet, with the mandatory air gap to comply with pedestrian impact
legislation. Pininfarina has devised a unique oblong, thin exhaust system,
running down the length of the car, to cool the turbines gases before they
are exhausted at the rear where they help to balance the car’s
aerodynamics when the front grille is open.
When combined with the micro turbine, Pininfarina is predicting a
range of 205 kms in the urban cycle, in all-electric mode, and a total
range in the New European Driving Cycle mixed cycle of over 800 kms in
extended range mode.

Three in one: concept features two-piece cloth roof system, with glass panels

n
y

Magna Steyr’s MILA Coupic concept
features a novel two-piece cloth roof
system, incorporating a series of glass
panels.
The electrically powered roof, which is a
development of that used in the Fiat 500C,
according to project engineer Martin Rodler,
comes in two parts: the front section opens

10

from the front to the ‘B’ posts, while the rear
portion can be stored either at the ‘B’ posts
or the tailgate. “We have divided the roof
into three, but, if a customer wants more or
less cross curvature, or different styling, that
would be possible. It uses the same sealing
process as the Fiat 500C; we see this as the
next step,” explained Rodler.

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

As the glass panels are flat, the roof
folds into a smaller storage area than has
been possible to date.
The second element of the SUV-style
coupe features a motorised rear seat
module, which folds upwards to form a head
board, transforming the four-seater into a
two-seat pick-up.
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Secure fasteners for Composites
Embedded or surface
bonded, bigHead fasteners
save time.

Connectivity on the move

Visit our website:

www.bighead.co.uk
Forget the eccentric Sbarro
F1-inspired three-seater –
the real news here is
Delphi’s slim-line roof
module system that can
house alarm sensors,
camera and WLAN router,
as well as ambient cabin
lighting that can be
integrated into the car’s roof.
It also provides
seamless connectivity for a
series of devices, such as TV
and 4G internet data and
radio, in addition to GSM and
GPS services, such as eCall,
Car-2-Car, tyre pressure
monitoring and keyless
entry functions in one unit.
“The big challenge is to offer
all these functions while
travelling at high speed on
motorways or in poor
reception areas and stream
them seamlessly to
smartphones and tablets
being used by the cars’
occupants,” said a Delphi
spokesperson.
Currently, Delphi has
prototypes running and
would be able to sell it to
OEMs for applications in
2015-2016. The challenge
is the need to invest in the
infrastructure and make a

March/April 2012

business model for it. “No
one in Europe is willing to
pay for traffic information or
weather forecasts, for
instance, because motorists
are used to getting it for
free. It’s different in newly
emerging markets where
they expect to pay a small
monthly fee for these
services,” said the
spokesperson.
Serving as a hub for
entertainment and
communication features,
MyFi systems use an open
architecture platform to
implement a broad range of
features, including
Bluetooth, WiFi and cellular
connectivity, natural voice
recognition, hands-free
system operation and audio
streaming. Premium MyFi
connectivity solutions can
even leverage local and wide
area networks for smart
phone apps, remote servers
and cloud-based services.
The capacitive touchscreen responds to a light
touch of a finger, and allows
users to manage
infotainment and climate
control features from a
single unit.

+44 (0)1202 574 601

...your driver for
surfaces on
car components

HART-COAT ®
Hard Anodising
Electroless Nickel DURNI-COAT ®
Wear- & corrosion protection
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Technology breakthrough
In a technology breakthrough,
drivetek ag has developed a scalable
motor that, says chairman of the
board Prof Dr Andrea Vezzini, is
adaptable to various power and
torque requirements. “This is
achieved by changing the motor
length, for example. The conceptual
design of the drivetek motor is

Winning
the power
struggle
Hybrid synchronous electric motors could be a
breakthrough technology for electric vehicles and hybrids.
Ian Adcock finds out more from Dr Robert Brand of
Vacuumschmelze and drivetek’s Drs Andrea Vezzini and
Ludvica Baselgia
consequently scalable. Not only the
stator and rotor, but also mechanical
parts can be scaled, with no changes
in tooling.”
The first application is on two
wheels, rather than four, in the
Quantya electric motorcycle. As his
colleague Dr Ludvica Baselgia
explains: “Quantya was using high
performance permanent magnet (PM)
motors, but couldn’t get the required
performance within their weight limits.
Weight and its distribution is one of
the most important factors for such
high-performance sports ‘bikes and
drivetek was able to design a motor to
meet their demands.” (See graph 2)
To achieve the best combination
of magnetic moment and magnetic
Graphs 1 and 2
depict increased
performance of
drivetek’s motor,
when compared
to conventional
technology.
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reluctance, JMAG finite element
simulation software was employed
for the analytical optimisation of the
magnetic circuit.
A key element to increasing
torque, without a subsequent
increase in the motor’s size, was
employing cobalt-iron (CoFe)
materials supplied by
Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co KG, in
place of silicon-iron (SiFe). This was
considered vital in sports cars where
weight is at a premium. “Drivetek is
setting up mass production in
Europe,” reveals Vezzini, “for first
customer serial applications in the
third quarter of this year, although
non-disclosure agreements prevent
me from saying who. We also have

60
Torque (Nm)

ll vehicles – irrespective
of whether they are
powered by petrol,
diesel, hybrid or
electricity – face a
common challenge: how to maximise
the power output from electric
motors, without unduly increasing
their size and weight.
Those motors could be used to
power either the vehicle or elements
such as seating, steering or airconditioning systems, as
manufacturers try to maximise
efficiency by reducing the drag on
engines caused by powering auxiliary
systems. This has led to the current
trend towards hybrid-excited
synchronous motors.
Unlike more conventional electric
motors, these deliver torque
comprising of two elements: a
magnetic moment (a force exerted on
a live conductor in an air gap field,
generated by means of a permanent
magnet) and a magnetic reluctance
(the force operating between
magnetisable iron sheets).
With a high starting torque from
zero rpm up to the ‘corner’ point, and
a constant power speed range above
the ‘corner’ point, up to maximum
speed, it makes them ideally suited
for both electric vehicles and hybrids.

+27%
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Automotive Design Interview
prototypes with customised torquespeed characteristics available.”
Key materials
According to Vacuumschmelze’s
product marketing manager Dr
Robert Brand: “Advanced cobalt-iron
alloys have a significantly higher
saturation magnetisation than
conventional electrical steel, such as
M270-35A. Of these, our Vacoflux 50
achieves the highest saturation
magnetisation of all known soft
magnetic materials, at 2.35 T, and can
be used in the production of electric
motors and generators, which deliver
maximum power densities.”
CoFe alloys have been used in the
aviation industry for many years,
owing to their lower weight
advantage. To meet the increasing
demands for power density and
energy efficiency, they are also
increasingly being used in other
industries, such as in generators for
auxiliary power units and in high-end
automotive applications, such as
sports cars and luxury vehicles, or for
linear motors in automated
production systems.
As Brand points out, Vacodur 50
and Vacodur S+ are in the same
family of CoFe alloys as Vacoflux 50,
“with high saturation magnetisation
and outstanding tensile properties,
and yield strengths from 390 to 800
MPa. It makes these materials
extremely useful for rotor
applications, particularly in high
speed and/or high-torque motors.”
(See graph 1)
Multiple approaches
To ensure that the outstanding
material properties of CoFe alloys are
retained when used for lamination
stacks, VAC also manufactures
complete rotor and stator assemblies,
with lamination strip thicknesses
between 0.1 and 0.5 mm. Depending
on the number of units required, a
variety of manufacturing technologies
are used: electrical discharge
machining (EDM), wire-cutting, laser
cutting, single-slot die cutting and
complete lamination blanking.
A variety of optimised bonding
March/April 2012

Prof Dr Andrea Vezzini

CV

Bern University of Applied Sciences, Quellgasse 21, CH-2501 Biel, Switzerland;
MSc ’91, PhD ’96 from ETH Zürich, Switzerland. MTE (Mastering Technology
Enterprises) from IMD Lausanne in 2002
Since 1996, Professor for Industrial Power Electronics at Bern University of
Applied Sciences. Visiting Professor at GM Advanced Technology Centre in 2003
and Distinguished Visiting Scientist at CSIRO 2007. Chairman of the board and
founding member of drivetek ag, and member of the board Integrated Power
Solutions AG In 2001. Received the ‘Swiss technology Award’ for the drivetrain
of the first commercial electric glider. He holds six patents in the field of electric
drives and battery power management systems
His current research projects cover hybrid permanent magnet synchronous
reluctance motors for hybrid and electric cars.
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methods, including adhesives,
welding or automatic stacking, are
available, depending on the particular
application.
In addition to producing advanced
soft magnetic alloys, VAC also
manufactures high energy density
rare-earth based permanent magnets

Dr Ludvica Baselgia

of samarium-cobalt (Vacomax) and
neodymium-iron-boron (Vacodym).
Due to their high homogeneity and
low variability of properties, these
magnets are frequently used in
servomotors and heavy-duty
applications, such as wind turbine
generator systems.

CV

Educated as a physicist at the University of Zurich, Switzerland
PhD degree in the field of superconductivity at the University of Utah,
Salt Lake City, USA
Held positions in R&D in industry with different companies
Bruker Biospin AG: worked in the field of cryogenic high frequency signal
detection systems for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
40th Annual R&D Awards in 2002, with a high-resolution NMR Cryoprobe
Contelec AG: in the field of angle sensors
2009: joined drivetek, responsible for electrical machine design, with emphasis
on design & simulation of permanent magnet machines for special applications.
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A further option, says Brand, is the
production of complete magnetic
systems, which is particularly
useful when permanent magnets need
to be assembled and secured into
rotors, using adhesives. The complete
laminated rotor assembly encasing
the embedded magnets, together with
the laminated stator stack, can be
manufactured at a single-source
location.
CoFe materials optimise motors
The existing drivetek motor is an
8-pole synchronous machine, with
permanent-magnet excitation from
magnets that are inserted into the
rotor. The stator and rotor are made
from 0.35mm thick laminations of
silicon-iron, with 3% Si content
(electrical steel M270-35A); the
magnets are NdFeB rare-earth
magnets, with a remanence of 1.26T
and an operating temperature range
of up to 170°C.
The drivetek motor was optimised
by changing the material used for the
stator and rotor, and improving the
design. “First, the electrical steel was
replaced with the same thickness of
Vacoflux 50 (stator) and Vacodur 50
(rotor), which offers optimum
magnetic properties and mechanical
strength. Stronger magnets with
1.36T remanence compensate for the
decrease in induced voltage that
occurs when the saturation flux
density in the rotor is increased. The
use of the new material alone resulted
in a 22% rise in torque from 46.1Nm
to 56.2Nm, states Brand.
“Secondly, we wanted to increase
the torque, but increasing the
magnetic torque would have caused
the induced voltage to increase,
which we didn’t want. But, by
increasing the volume of the magnets
by 12% and including a variable air
gap of up to 1mm, we were
successful in increasing reluctance
torque,” he explains.
The motor containing the Vacoflux
and Vacodur components has a
maximum torque of 58.5 Nm,
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compared to 46.1 Nm for electrical
steel – a 27% increase. Also, the
motor reaches its nominal rating at
lower revs and thus achieves
maximum power at an earlier stage.
Higher torque is not achieved in the
field weakening range above the
nominal rating, since the output of the
motor is limited by the inverter.
“Graph 3,” explains Ludvica
Baselgia “clearly shows that higher
magnetic flux densities are achieved
in both the stator and rotor with
Vacoflux and Vacodur.
No cutting corners
“Electrical steel reaches a maximum of
1.7 T in the stator tooth and yoke,
while CoFe materials reach flux
densities of up to 2.2 T. In the electrical
steel rotor, the lower flux
density enables saturation to occur
at the thin section SiFe surface layer;
while, in the CoFe motor, stronger
magnets of Vacodym 669 TP are
used to achieve the higher saturation
level of the thin section Vacodur 50
surface layer.
“The magnetic flux density in the
stator teeth and yoke is already
optimised, so increasing the slot area
and modifying the coil doesn’t
increase the torque. Moreover, both
motors show comparable efficiency;
the copper losses in the windings
dominate and are identical in each
design, while iron losses in the
electrical sheets are lower when
CoFe alloys are employed.”
In summing up, Vezzini says: “The

Graph 3 shows higher magnetic flux density.
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Dr Robert Brand

CV

Born in 1966 in Aschaffenburg, Germany, Dr Brand is head of business
development specialising in materials & parts for Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co.
KG. He gained a PhD in physics at Augsburg University in the field of disorder
dynamics of plastic crystals in 2000 before joining Vacuumschmelze in research
and development of magnetic materials, focusing on soft magnetic composites
He has been in product marketing since 2004, developing new sophisticated
applications in cooperation with customers worldwide.
results presented here are based
on finite element method (FEM)
calculations, which in our experience
provide a realistic reflection of motor
data. To verify that, we built a motor
incorporating Vacoflux and Vacodur,
and measured this as a comparison
to the existing electrical steel motor.
“As an alternative to increasing the

torque, while retaining the design
envelope, there is a theoretical
possibility of a 27% increase in
power density, with a similar
decrease in volume. It’s conceivable
we could maintain torque, while
reducing design space and weight.
Attaining targets
“Further optimisation could be
achieved by using thinner laminations
of 0.1mm or 0.2mm, as iron losses
decrease more sharply for CoFe
materials, with lower strip
thicknesses than for electrical
steels,” he adds.
With more OEMs looking towards
some form of vehicle electrification to
help improve their corporate average
fuel efficiency and reduce emissions,
it is technology such as drivetek’s
latest motors that will help them
achieve those targets.
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MUST-ATTEND EVENTS FOR ANYONE
IN THE COMPOSITES INDUSTRY
Brought to you by SAE International, these events
are bringing both North American and European
composites audiences together like never before.
Take-away exclusive information regarding:
• Component Design
• Tooling Approach
• Manufacturing Process Selection
• Automated Manufacturing
• Reducing Manufacturing Costs
• Part Quantity Requirements

SAE 2012 Design, Tooling and
Manufacturing of Composites
21-22 June 2012
Torino Incontra Conference Centre
Torino, Italy
Attend.* Exhibit. Sponsor.

www.sae.org/dtmc

• Cost Analysis of Composites
• Reducing the Cost of Tooling
• And much more...
*Register for both events to receive a discount.
Visit the event websites to learn more!

SAE 2012 Economics
of Composites
20 June 2012
Torino Incontra Conference Centre
Torino, Italy
Attend.* Exhibit. Sponsor.

www.sae.org/economics
Register now for SAE International Professional
Development courses in Torino, Italy.
Multiple courses scheduled 18 – 22 June
at the Politecnico Campus at Lingotto
See the complete schedule at
www.sae.org/training/europeseminars
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David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

Information for a
new age (and from
an old one)

F

or mobility engineering
professionals, information
is a crucial component of
what they need to design, build and
manage. It is the seed that develops
into innovation; it is the foundation on
which good ideas are built.
Information is also the lifeblood of
SAE International. The technical and
educational knowledge that SAE
International packages and puts forth
to its members and the industry at
large helps to provide the solutions
needed for today’s engineering and
business challenges.
Information abounds; it is
plentiful. The key, however, is how to
properly manage it, so people get the
information they need, when they
need it, and how they need it.
For nearly three years now, and
supported and backed by its board
of directors, SAE International has
been redefining what content
management means to the
organisation, to its members and to
the mobility engineering profession.
It’s an overall initiative to preserve the
historical content and ensure that
content being developed is
accessible to all who need it.
SAE International’s content
management strategy involves
several processes, components and
phases. Becky Fadik, content
management manager for SAE
International, and her team have
been busy implementing the various
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initiatives. Technical papers dating
back to 1906 are now available
digitally; the same for magazine
issues, dating back to 1912. And
the number of technical standards
available in digital format increased
nearly 190% over the past year. All
historical standards are now available
electronically.
In addition, many of SAE
International’s books are now offered
in eBook format, both as whole
publications and as individual
chapters.
But content management isn’t
just about making information
available electronically. It’s also about
how to best categorise and group
that information, especially within
SAE International’s vast repository of
programmes, products, and services.
Fadik’s team is also implementing a
new taxonomy system that classifies
and organises information in a way
that will make searching and
discovering related information and
products much easier and more
complete for customers.
Part of that taxonomy involves
using more current terminology when
categorising areas of technology.
This is especially important with the
new wave of technologies and
technology advancements occurring.
When customers search for a
specific item – for instance, a
technical paper on hybrid engines –
they will see that technical paper,

“Information
abounds; it is
plentiful. The
key, however, is
how to properly
manage it”
along with other products and
services SAE International offers
related to that technology.
Finding and developing content
is also part of the process. This
includes creating new products
specific to SAE International and
forming partnerships with other
organisations to acquire new
information. It’s an ongoing process,
designed to ensure that SAE
International provides its members
and customers with the most relevant
and timely information possible.
Fadik uses a specific phrase to
describe SAE International’s
approach to content management;
that phrase is: “Acquire, manage,
and distribute.” If you haven’t dug
into the treasure trove of SAE
International information lately, I
invite you do so. You’ll be amazed
by what you find.
focus@sae.org
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Ethernet finds its
place in automotive
Why has it taken Ethernet so long to become an accepted standard in automotive?
Mark Fletcher delves into its history and evolution, and discovers it is only now
that contemporary demands are driving its uptake for in-car communications

C

onsidering the pace of
change within the
automotive industry –
and its tag as an early
adopter – it’s surprising
to see that the industry has only
recently begun to appreciate the
benefits of Ethernet – a 40-year-old
technology.
It was in 1972 that Robert
Metcalfe and his colleagues at Xerox
PARC developed the first
experimental Ethernet system, to
interconnect various computer
devices. Patented in 1976, Xerox
then teamed up with a number of
other industry leaders to commence
product development and the

communication architecture became
an IEEE standard in 1989.
Ethernet initially competed
with two largely proprietary
systems, Token Ring and Token Bus.
But because Ethernet was able to
adapt to market demands and the
inexorable shift towards
inexpensive, twisted-pair wiring,
these proprietary protocols soon
found themselves competing in a
market inundated by Ethernet
products and, by the end of the
1980s, Ethernet was clearly the
dominant network technology. Since
then, the protocol has evolved and
improved to such an extent it is now
fair to say that the world’s digital
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Time

backbone is well and truly settled on
Ethernet.
As a computer network, Ethernet
evolved in leaps and bounds, and is
now capable of transmission speeds
up to 1 GBit/s – with fibre optic
variants enabling robust and
electrically isolated data
transmission over tens of kilometres.
As the protocol evolved, it also
began to catch the eye of
developers of other data- and
speed-intensive applications.
One example where Ethernet has
successfully left the ‘office domain’
is with the development of
EtherNet/IP, developed in the late
90s by Rockwell Automation and
since handed over to the ODVA,
whose mission it is to advance
open, interoperable information and
communication technologies in
industrial automation. Built on
the TCP/IP protocols, EtherNet/IP is
used predominantly in automation
networks for the communications
between industrial control systems
and their components.
Indeed, many automotive
manufacturing operations use
EtherNet/IP as a protocol from
device level to office level, due to
its ability to simply plug into a
plant’s existing Ethernet network.
It was only a matter of time
before we saw Ethernet migrating
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Ethernet and automotive:
hurdles to adoption
Automotive Design spoke to Dr Hans-Gerd Krekels,
director for technology strategy & core electronics/
portfolio director for integrated electronics at TRW, one
of the Tier 1 companies actively investing in the
development of Ethernet technology for automotive.

Q
A

Why has it taken so long for
Ethernet to get into cars?
Krekels points to a number of opportunities and also
highlights issues that might have fettered Ethernet’s
uptake a little earlier – primarily the ‘not invented here’
ethos that has held back so many good developments…
Regarding infotainment, the discussion started some
years ago, as it was quickly realised that CAN could not
offer sufficient performance for data transmission.
However, in safety systems we are now seeing an
additional demand.
With CAN and FlexRay, we have two buses that are
effective and safe, but now the industry (specifically BMW)
is pushing Ethernet to get 360° sensing, so you need a
sensor bus capable of very high and very fast data rates.
‘MOST’ (to be discussed in the next issue) can handle this,
but you would be continuing with a proprietary standard,
rather than an open one, such as Ethernet.

Q
A

What have been the hurdles
towards adoption?
You need to take into account that, when you want to
adapt/invent a new technology, you cannot do it alone.
You need multiple tier ones and OEMs to be part of the
strategy. If one OEM or a single tier one invents a new
technology, you need alignment or it is a non-starter.

Q
A

What will Ethernet offer over more traditional
CANBus approaches?
Data throughput for infotainment and video systems is
where Ethernet has found its niche. I do not see it as a
control bus – either CANbus or Flex Ray will remain in
parallel and this will almost certainly be the case for a few
years yet.

Q
A

What can we expect, in terms of new in-cabin
technology/services?
From TRW’s perspective, we see safety systems as
one of the main drivers. Without Ethernet, you could
use multiple sensors, but data fusion would be more
complicated and Ethernet offers a much higher data
throughput.

Q
A

How will Ethernet communicate with other
on-board network systems?
The networks will remain discrete, but gateways will
be adapted. There will be no direct link; for the time
being, there will be a processor between the protocols.

Q
A

Are there standards committees working on the
uptake/format/adoption?
Ethernet in car is very much being driven by one OEM
at the moment. BMW may not be the biggest
manufacturer, but, when it does something, other OEMs
will look very carefully at it and I am certain that these
others will soon follow.

20

nearer and nearer the inside of a car.
Many factors have lead to this
move... but primarily it was the
evolution and proliferation of more
on-board electronics and
mechatronics; coupled with the
growing demands of the ‘connected
consumer’.
With the car soon set to be the
third most connected device a
consumer will own, it makes sense
that the car’s designers are looking
towards a proven multimedia
communication architecture that can
also handle diagnostic, performance
and signal data.
When it comes to in-car
electronics, one of the biggest ‘data
hogs’ that has led to a reappraisal of
in-car networks is video. According
to recent research, video-based
systems, which were at around five
million in 2006, are set to reach 30
million by 2015 – an astonishing
growth rate that has fuelled the
impetus towards a more datacapable infrastructure. Add to this
the fact that the number of network
nodes within a vehicle is also
expected to rise – to an average of
35 per vehicle in Europe – and all of
a sudden we have a dire need for an
in-car network that not only can
handle significantly elevated
amounts of data, but also one that
can do this a lot quicker than the incar networks in use today.
It is also the desire to network incar sensors and components, so
that the driver can see just about
everything happening with their car
that is driving the adoption of
Ethernet, due to the current
bottlenecks in CANBus. It is fair to
say that CANBus will live alongside
Ethernet for the time being – with
both doing what they are good at –
but extra copper means extra weight
and there is also the need to interact
with each other across certain
systems, which requires the use of
additional (and expensive) silicon
solutions and software.
As the industrial world learnt a

www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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few years ago, networks don’t really
get on easily with each other and
add complications to the design
when there is no single solution
available – something that
EtherNet/IP was developed for, as it
can now handle automation, safety
and high-speed motion on a single
platform. This interoperability and
robustness will almost certainly filter
down to the automotive industry and
it may be that we will see singlearchitecture networks; but, until the
technical and the industry’s ‘not
invented here’ barriers have been
breached, this is unlikely to happen
any time soon. Whatever the case,
Ethernet undoubtedly has a very
strong future in automotive and its
openness will win it many more fans
in the coming years.

For further information
on technology and suppliers visit
www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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BMW and the right connections

Delta cost comparison: Top-view system System costs
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In light of TRW’s comments regarding BMW setting the
pace, we also put some questions to Peter Schönenberg,
responsible for E/E architecture and processes at BMW.

Camera

Q
A

When did BMW start looking
at Ethernet?
We have been using Ethernet in our cars since 2008, for
vehicle programming and as a data link to rear-seat
entertainment.

Q
A

Why exactly did you
opt forEthernet?
The important point regarding Ethernet is that we are
building a scalable switched network, which goes
beyond the era of standard automotive bus systems.
Ethernet provides a uniform, simple, scalable solution at the
level of physical topology, yet enabling point-to-point
connections by protocol.
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What alternatives were
considered?
In our evaluations over the last few years, we were
comparing most automotive networks (CAN, MOST,
FlexRay etc) and technologies from the consumer industry,
such as FireWire and USB.
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What sub-systems are BMW looking to use over
Ethernet (safety, sensors, infotainment etc)?
Our first applications will be in the areas of infotainment
and driver assistance systems. Eventually, Ethernet will
serve as the backbone of a scalable domain architecture.

Q
A

Activities @ Continental:
The future of Ethernet/IP within Continental Automotive divisions

Powertrain

–15%

Powertrain

g

Q
A

2020

Will Ethernet exist alongside other networks – if so,
how will they interact?
MOST is an infotainment-only solution, which will be
replaced by Ethernet in the long run. LVDS display
connections are a point-to-point solution, which will be
replaced by APIX in future BMW cars.

Q
A

When can we expect to see cars with Ethernet
on the market?
We already have cars with Ethernet on the market. Most
of our vehicles we have launched since 2008 are using
Ethernet for vehicle programming and as data link for rearseat entertainment. The next evolutionary step, a camera
system with Ethernet over USTP, is planned for 2013.

Q
A

What does BMW see as the future
of in-car Ethernet?
Ethernet will become an important part of our system
network. We see this as a strategic investment into a
scalable system design, which is the basis for fast-paced
innovations that rely on high-bandwidth communication.
Eventually, Ethernet will serve as the backbone of a scalable
domain architecture.

Q
A

Will Ethernet open up new avenues
of development/design?
Ethernet will enable us to use standardised and proven
solutions for digital content transfer, using the Internet
Protocol or AVB. This will, in the long term, reduce the
automotive-specific efforts necessary in network design and
will lead to a better cost effectiveness than we have today.

© Continental AG
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Smoothing the way
If there’s a common concern that unites the automobile industry, it’s the quest
to improve fuel efficiency and thus reduce CO2 emissions, says Tony Lewin

E

very component of a
vehicle must play its part
– and that includes the
lubricants that reduce
friction to allow the
engine and driveline to operate
smoothly. Estimates vary when it
comes to just how much energy is
lost to friction. Within the engine, it
certainly ranks close to noise,
vibration and rejected heat as a
parasitic loss, while in the
transmission it can be level with
rolling resistance and electrical
losses as an unwelcome absorber of
energy. Clearly, lubricant-led
improvements in any area will
contribute to an overall efficiency
improvement.
“Certainly, with the engine, there
is a larger amount of friction, so it
presents slightly more potential for
reductions than the transmission,”
says Simon Dunning, global technical
manager for passenger car motor oils
at Shell. “It very much depends on
the conditions under which you
measure efficiency: at high loads and
high torques, transmissions are very
efficient – but, at other parts of the
driving cycle, they are less efficient
and there could be more to be
gained.”
Alain Bouffet, of TOTAL’s research
division, believes fine-tuning
viscosities and traction coefficients
within the gearbox can improve
overall efficiency by as much as
4.5%. An example of the energysaving potential within the engine is
provided by Shell’s recent cooperation with Gordon Murray Design
(GMD) on the revolutionary
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Simon Dunning:
“The prime thing was
tailoring the viscosity
to the engine to give us
the best fuel economy”

lightweight T25 city car. The oil
scientists worked hand in hand with
Murray’s engine specialists to
develop a ‘concept’ oil to push the
boundaries of friction reduction still
further. The result, says Dunning, was
an efficiency improvement of more
than 6% in the urban cycle. “This
product was designed specifically for
fuel economy: the key thing is also to
maintain durability. One of the things

we are working on all the time is to
get that balance between fuel
efficiency, whilst delivering the
durability that the OEMs and
customers require.”
Part of the secret of the new oil is
a significant drop in viscosity, clearly
demonstrating the direction of travel
of Shell’s research teams. “Our goal
in the research area is to provide the
lowest viscosity lubricant, which still
provides the required engine
protection and durability,” confirms
Selda Gunsel, Shell’s vice president
of global commercial technology.
Shell does concede that the
concept oil for the GMD project is so

Below: Shell achieved a 7% fuel saving on Actros trucks.
Right: Shell’s concept oil helped Gordon Murray Design rack up a 6% fuel saving.

www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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Lubrication Technologies

to greater efficiency
low in viscosity that the SAE does
not yet have a category into which it
can be placed. “It’s somewhere
between 0 and 10 to 20-ish” is the
closest to which anyone will admit.
“The prime thing was tailoring the
viscosity to the engine to give us the
best fuel economy,” explains
Dunning. Instrumental in this is
Shell’s new GTL (gas to liquid)
technology, which provides a lowviscosity base oil at a lower cost than
in the past and meets manufacturers’
specifications for parameters such as
volatility. Yet, he stresses, it is much
more than just a drop in viscosity:
key, too, is an understanding of
rheology – how the viscosity varies
with temperature, pressure and
shear. All these elements have
allowed the chemists to formulate
an oil which, claims Dunning, has
provided much better protection
than was initially expected from a
lubricant so specifically targeted at
fuel economy.
Both Dunning and Gunsel point
to the importance of new-generation
lubricants being formulated to deal
with the new materials, such as

March/April 2012

lightweight alloys, magnesium and
titanium, that are beginning to
replace the ferrous components in
traditional engines; diamond-hard
coatings, too, demand different
lubricant technologies.
Differing issues
While the three-cylinder Mitsubishi
engine in GMD’s T25 might be a
relatively straightforward unit, other
downsized gasoline engines are
highly boosted, run at higher
temperatures and place higher
stresses on the oil.
Diesels, likewise, place higher
loadings on their bearings, making
some OEMs very conservative about
the oil viscosities they are prepared
to specify. All this, says Dunning,
makes it doubly important for the
engine and the lubricant designers to
work together for the most
advantageous result.
Heavy-duty diesels are another
important area of lubricant research:
again, working holistically with
Daimler engineers on the latestgeneration Actros trucks, Shell
helped achieve fuel savings of up to

Selda Gunsel:
“Our goal in the research
area is to provide the
lowest viscosity
lubricant”
7%, using its Rimula M6 HME heavyduty engine oil.
The transmission was traditionally
home to many of the heaviest oils on
the vehicle, but again a shift to lower
viscosities has brought greater
efficiencies. Complicating the picture
is the proliferation of gearbox and
launch mechanism types, each
bringing its own specific challenges.
But one thing is all too clear, as
far as lubricants are concerned: the
oils of the future will move to still
lower viscosities, perhaps 0-20 or
even below.
Significant, too, will be the
pressure on chemistries to avoid
elements such as phosphorus and
sulphur, which harm emissions
systems. Getting the base oil right
will be vital, concludes Shell’s Selda
Gunsel: “Higher quality base oils,
with low volatility, high viscosity
index, narrow boiling range and
higher oxidation stability, will be really
critical in designing advanced
lubricants – and GTL certainly fits
into this category.”

www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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Surface attention
Modern paint formulations must work with
the whole variety of modern materials used
in vehicle construction. Lou Reade reports

24
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Coatings and Paint Technology

A

ny colour you like, as
long as it’s black. 100
years after Henry Ford’s
famous quote, many
consumers are actively
choosing black – despite the
kaleidoscope of alternatives on offer.
The latest ‘colour popularity’
report, from paint and materials
supplier DuPont, shows that only
white and silver are more popular.
“Consumer tastes change over
time; there’s a long cycle around
this,” says Dave Fischer, business
marketing manager for the North
American OEM coatings business
at DuPont.
White, in particular, is rising fast
in the popularity stakes. Just a year
ago, it was only the third most
popular colour. But its ongoing
appeal in North America – and rising
status in just about every other
region – has catapulted it to the top
of the list, along with silver.
Fischer says that colour
popularity has ebbed and flowed. It
can be driven by pure consumer
demand or technology. “Back in the
1950s, green paint for cars was like
the stuff you used to paint your

fence,” he says. “When the new
bright greens came in, they were
instantly popular, because they’d
never been seen before.”
This trend continues to this day,
he says. New effects such as
pearlescent paints, matte clears and
‘colour changing’ flakes have all
made their mark. “There’s been a lot
of recent interest in ‘liquid metal’
colours, but there’s not yet a lot of
market demand,” he says.
It’s one thing to see these new
colours in the heady atmosphere of
a motor show; putting them onto a
mass market car is something quite
different. And there are many other
factors that can knock a promising
new shade aside.
There is also a natural
conservatism when buying
expensive items. With cars being
such a big investment, their colour
schemes will never be as
adventurous as those of a tie or item
of sportswear, he says. But that
doesn’t stop paint companies
looking to ‘fashionable’ industries
for inspiration.
“Our people are always looking
for trends that might make it into our

market,” he comments. “If we
believe people want a saturated red,
for example, we can make that. We
are often working on colours that will
not be used for two or three years.
We have to hope that our crystal ball
is working.”
But developing a colour ‘master’
is not sufficient on its own. If robust
enough, it will be used as the basis
for a range of formulations to paint
the many different parts of the car –
often, these days, made from varying
materials. “The dilemma is that
pigments behave differently in
different chemistries and processes,”
he explains. “The paint needs to
stick to each substrate.”
To add to the complication, the
nylon mirror housing, and the steel
body and polypropylene bumper are
probably all painted in different
places – but must still match one
another when brought together at
assembly. “Getting that right takes
time. It means engineers from the
car company and the paint company
sitting down and working out the
details and validating them.”
Another crucial difference with an
automotive paint colour is the high

Keeping it green: how Volvo Trucks has reduced environmental impact
Volvo Trucks offers more than 800 colours to
customers, but has been painting them all green for
some time – by steadily reducing the environmental
impact of its paintshop in Umeå, in northern Sweden.
Between 1999 and 2008, it cut energy consumption
there by 30%, despite a much higher part throughput.
Plastic components that were previously painted in
Belgium are now handled in Umeå.
“When components are not painted in the same
place, it’s incredibly difficult to make sure they are the
same shade as the rest of the cab,” says Hans
Venngren, global process manager for surface
treatment. “That’s why we chose to bring them here.”
Painting plastics and metal side by side can lead
to complications, as they are traditionally handled at
very different temperatures. But this turned out to be
an advantage, once the problem was solved.
“When we started jointly painting the plastic with
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the cab, the temperature in the paint-hardening ovens
was cut by more than 50°C, which naturally reduced
the need for energy,” says Venngren.
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Coatings and Paint Technology
specification: automotive paints
must withstand so much more than
most other paints. “There are not
many products that you paint, then
leave outside in the sun and rain –
and still expect it to look new after
10 years,” he says. “If the paint can’t
stand up to all this, it won’t end up
on a car.”
Self-healing
Further into the future, damaged
paintwork could even become a
thing of the past. A collaboration
between several universities has led
to a self-healing polymer, which
could potentially be used as a
coating or varnish. Shining ultraviolet
(UV) light onto the polymer causes it
to ‘melt’, after which it relaxes back
to its original, unblemished
condition.
“It’s not just the appearance that
is changing. We are actually
regaining the original mechanical
properties, too,” says Gina Fiore, a
researcher at the Adolphe Merkle
Institute at the University of Fribourg
in Switzerland, who helped to
develop the material. The other
research partners are based in the
US: Case Western Reserve
University and the Army Research
Laboratory.
Fiore says that the researchers

A blast of UV light could one day be used to fix a scratch on the paintwork
have prepared thin films from the
material, using solution casting, then
tested the mechanical properties
using dynamic mechanical analysis.
A piece of film that had been cut
with a razor blade could be returned
to its original condition with a dose
of UV light.
The material itself is not like a
conventional polymer. Instead of
being produced at high temperature
and pressure, using a catalyst, it is
made at room temperature. The

Top global car colours
Black
20%
Silver
22%

Grey
13%
Red
7%
Blue
6%

Brown
5%

Green 2%
Source: Du Pont
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White
22%

Yellow/gold 1%

Others 2%
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other key factor is that the reaction
that turns it into a polymer is
reversible. It can be ‘depolymerised’
at any time with UV light. Fiore says
that basic research is continuing, but
a timescale for commercialisation is
impossible to predict. “It depends on
getting the right industrial partner.”
In the lab, they are using portable
devices to supply the UV light. Less
intense light would have the same
effect, but take a lot longer. A car
using this technology might be fixed
by taking it to the garage and using a
UV source to ‘heal’ any nicks. But it
might be done automatically. “If you
could design it so that the sun does
the job for you, that would be ideal,”
she adds.
Back in the present day, the
challenge of developing attractive,
long-lasting paints and coatings for
cars continues. Until the look of raw
steel exteriors or carbon fibre panels
becomes popular, the paint shops
will remain busy – whether they are
spraying in silver, black or tangerine.

For further information
on technology and suppliers visit
www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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SAE Preview

All the right
connections

Engineers can ‘get connected’ at SAE 2012 World Congress, writes Patrick Ponticel

B

ob Sump really wants
you to get connected.
And he really wants you
to attend the SAE 2012
World Congress in
Detroit this April.
There’s a link between the two,
as the theme of this year’s event is
’Get Connected’. A dozen or so
executives will address the topic in
executive panels and the multifaceted subject will be explored in
other ways throughout the three-day
affair, beginning 24 April.
So who is this Bob Sump and
why is he all excited about
connectedness? The man is vice
president of Nissan Technical Centre
North America and he is representing
World Congress host company
Nissan as the event’s general chair.
In that role, he helped develop the
Congress theme to underscore his
belief that connectedness, in its
many manifestations, is key to
automotive industry advancement.
‘Get Connected’ has lots of
different meanings, says Sump. “We
figured each person can take it into
their own sense – how they want to
interpret that. As for myself, I
interpret ‘Get Connected’ as: The
automobile industry is really bridging
away from the traditional lines of
what would be defined as the ‘past
industry.’ We are now off in different
areas, with connected vehicles and
electric vehicles (EVs) and
infrastructures. And so we needed to
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bridge out from where we were into
this new generation. We need to get
connected with various people
outside of the organisation that need
to be a part of it.”
It was in looking outside the
automotive industry that Nissan
chose General Electric as its World
Congress tier one strategic partner.
Among other activities at the event,
GE will supply EV chargers that will
enable electric vehicles (including
the Nissan Leaf) and plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles from other
automakers to travel in and out of
the Nissan exhibit area for chargeups, in connection with the event’s
ride-and-drive feature.
GE also will have home
appliances in the exhibit to show
how such products are ‘connected’
to the automotive industry.
There is strong evidence that
‘other’ industries realise the
importance of connections with the
automotive industry, to wit GE
chairman and CEO Jeffrey Immelt is
slated to kick off the World Congress
as opening speaker.
Different aspects of
connectedness will be advanced by
the 26 April keynoter – Anthony
Levandowski, business lead,
Google’s Self-Driving Car Project –
and by the NHTSA administrator
David Strickland.
The connectedness theme will be
prevalent throughout the event, not
just in the ‘management programme’

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

that features high-level speakers and
panels. One of the goals of Sump
and World Congress organisers is to
promote connectedness among
individual attendees, be it in the
technical sessions, in the exhibit hall
or even in the queue for a sandwich
at a Cobo Center deli.
A special feature this year is
what’s called ‘Connect with the
Author’, an idea that Sump came up
with, so attendees are able to
schedule one-on-one time with
selected authors of technical papers
presented at the congress.
Asked whether he could promise
an engineer a positive return on
investment for his or her
commitment of time to attend the
World Congress, Sump, a 30-year
Congress-goer, offered a thoughtful
answer: “You’re always going to
have the trade-off between long term
and short term, and long term can
mean early today or early tomorrow. I
like to think of the World Congress in
a very high-level way by asking:
‘How do I make myself a better
engineer?’ And it’s through events
like this that you’re able to do that.
“This is a chance to go down to a
more detailed level to have a clear
understanding of what is going on in
the industry. Yes, it’s going to create
perhaps a short-term issue, but I
think, in the long run, it wll be much
more beneficial, by way of being
able to address the short-term
issues you are going to face later.”
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Serving as
general chair
for this year’s
event, Bob
Sump attended
his first SAE
World Congress
in 1981
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Triple triumph
Andrew English reports on turbocharging developments,
including BMW’s innovative M50 tri-turbodiesel

“S

o why would you want to
power a supercharger with
fuel you have burned in the
engine at an efficiency of
maybe 36%? Okay, a turbo
has parasitic losses, but this
[turbocharging] is a highly efficient
process...” Dr Nikolai Ardey, BMW’s
diesel engine development director,
manages not to spit on the floor as
he says this, but he’s clearly not
impressed with superchargers.
Hardly surprising, as he has just
unveiled the Munich engine maker’s
most powerful diesel to date, the
M50 tri-turbodiesel, which, with
outstanding numerical illiteracy, is
referred to in the press pack as “an
extension of the company’s
TwinPower Turbo technology”.
But three turbos – really? Is it
absolutely necessary to bolt a trio of
highly expensive compressors onto a
six-cylinder oil burner? There’s logic
here, but it’s complicated. This
three-litre straight six has turbos with
different characteristics, which boost
at different engine speeds, with the
aim of flattening the torque curve
from low engine speeds to increase
drivability and reduce turbo lag,
increasing the power at the top end
of the engine’s operating range.

Near instantaneous response
As far as automotive turbocharged
diesels are concerned, this is the
state of the art. The first, small
variable geometry, high pressure
turbocharger starts to boost at just
above idling speed through its own
duct, which means an almost
instantaneous response to the
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expensive thing you can do to
accelerator. That duct closes as
an engine, after fuel injection,”
soon as the intake air isn’t being
says Steven Johnson, a turbo
dragged round the blades of the
technical specialist with Ford.
second, larger low-pressure turbo,
“So you need to get over that
which is starting to provide useful
cost disadvantage, and you also
amounts of positive boost at about
need to optimise the turbo for low
1,500rpm.
and medium-speed operation, rather
That’s the way things stay, with
than high speed, because the launch
a 740Nm torque peak maintained
performance and transient response
between 2,000rpm and 3,000rpm.
are key.”
At high engine speeds, however, the
smaller turbo starts to act as a flow
Big news once more
restriction, which limits ultimate
Yet, despite these cost
power. To prevent this happening, at
disadvantages, turbos, as Eighties
2,700rpm an exhaust valve opens to
as big hair and shoulder pads, are
spin up a third, small, high-pressure
automotive big news again.
variable geometry turbo to increase
Downsizing, reducing emissions and
the charge pressure even further and
the search for part-load efficiency
maintain maximum power of 280kW
are the reasons for turbos making
from 4,000rpm to 4,400rpm. An
a big comeback. The global
electronic wastegate valve prevents
the larger turbo from overBMW’s M50
pressuring the system at
tri-turbodiesel.
very high speeds.
It works, too, though,
as Ardey admits, you need
four-wheel drive to contain
the torque of this super
diesel and BMW’s eightspeed automatic
transmission to allow the
engine to work at its most
efficient, and to avoid
spikes of noise, vibration
and harshness. When you
examine the complex
ducting at the front of the
engine, you can’t help
thinking this is an
expensive solution to get
a flat torque curve.
“Boosting an engine
is the second most

www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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Forced induction – turbocharging

Honeywell’s TwoStage serial turbo,
as used by Audi.
automotive turbocharger market is
currently estimated at about 20
million units, with 15 million diesel
applications. German turbo maker
Continental reckons that, by 2016,
that market will have expanded to
about 35 million units, with 15 million
petrol applications.
“Turbos, with new designs and
materials, are the future,” says Dr
Herbert Kohler, Mercedes-Benz
vice president of research and
development. “We have done, and
are doing, a lot of research in this
area.”
There are several distinct areas of
research, however, as Craig Balis,
global vice president of engineering
for Honeywell Garrett, the world’s
biggest turbocharger manufacturer,
explains. “Yes, they are a big story
and they are going to remain so,”
he says. “We tend to divide our
business into three: the gasoline
market, the light vehicle [or diesel]
market and the commercial vehicle
market.”
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Second pillar of
fuel economy
Balis explains that the large
commercial market has been
through “a decade of
emissions reduction”, but
now is concentrating on
differentiating product
through fuel efficiency. The
small diesel market faces
similar pressures, whether
corporate average fuel
economy requirements in the US and
China or CO2 emissions targets in
Europe. “The market has about 60%
penetration in Europe and we don’t
think that’s going to get much
higher,” he says.
“With Euro V and VI requirements,
every time you have to eat meat…
and it’s a challenge to maintain the
fuel efficiency gains with each
subsequent emissions drop.”
And so to the petrol engine
market and it’s here that Balis sees
big gains in the next few years. “We
need to do something about gas,
with smaller, more efficient
turbocharged engines; it’s like the
second pillar of fuel economy.”
Optimum fuel/air mixtures
Ford’s latest one-litre, three-cylinder,
turbocharged Ecoboost is the acme
of such thinking. It uses a tiny, 38mm
Continental turbocharger atop the
engine, bolted to water-cooled
aluminium exhaust stubs in the
manner of an old fighter aircraft – the
engine has no conventional exhaust
manifold. The advantages, as
outlined by Ford’s Johnson, “are
improved warm-up and response,
and a reduction in the over-rich
running at high rpm. With exhaust
gases of up to 1,050°C running
through the turbine, we can operate
optimum fuel/air mixtures across the
engine rev range”.
Part of the secret is the active
electro-pneumatically operated
waste gate, which, as well as limiting
overall boost, is also opened at part

throttle openings to reduce back
pressure. “We spent a lot of time on
the three-cylinder waste gate,” says
Johnson. “We scraped back a lot of
parasitic losses in part-load
conditions and that amounts to
about 2% better fuel economy.”
Udo Schwerdel, Continental’s
head of turbo production, says the
Ford installation is the result of a
“focus on the close interaction of
design, application, manufacturing,
simulation and validation
engineering”. He adds that
“response behaviour time-to-torque
was also optimised” and that the
other advantage of the installation
was “the robust and modular
design”, which allows the turbo to be
easily adapted for other engine
sizes.
If the Ford engine epitomises
some of the latest developments in
gasoline boosting, there is also the
twin-scroll turbo, which simply
exploits the exhaust pulses from the
engine by ducting pulses into
separate ports. Used almost
exclusively on gasoline engines,
where the robust design is able to
withstand and exploit the larger
expansivity of the hotter exhaust
gases, the additional inertia of the
twin scroll turbine wheel is more than
outweighed by the improved
aerodynamic efficiency. Twin-scroll
turbos go some way to the
responsiveness and efficiency of a
twin turbo set-up, but with a much
lower proportionate costs.
Altering the aerodynamics
Another way of getting efficiency is to
alter the aerodynamics within the
compressor housing. Traditionally,
this has been done with axial and
radial feeds into the turbine wheels.
Axial is where the intake/exhaust air
flow is in line with the turbine wheel
shaft and is used for larger
commercial installations. Radial is
where intake air comes in at right
angles, on a similar tangent to the
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Forced induction – turbocharging
and Garrett made them
for small production
runs and the 997
Porsche turbo uses a
Borg Warner VGT
turbo, but there is a
drawback. “It is very
expensive,” sighs
Wolfgang Hatz,
development chief at
Porsche and head of
engines at the VW
Group.

Gasoline turbochargers, like
these from Continental, will
increase in numbers as
manufacturers downsize
engines.

path of the turbine blades.
Automotive installations tend to use
radial intake, axial exhausting, which
makes for a robust and efficient
blower.
Honeywell’s DualBoost turbo,
used on the Ford 6.7-litre
Powerstroke diesel engine on the
F150 series pickup, uses mixed
radial and axial technology, plus
a handful of new technologies,
including a dual-sided turbine wheel
that reduces the overall size enough
to be able to fit the turbo into the
centre of the cylinder banks.
Like many diesel turbos,
Honeywell’s DualBoost exploits its
radial intake flow with moveable
vanes, directing exhaust gas into the
turbine wheel at high engine speeds.
Known as Variable Geometry Turbos
(VGT), the result is a much greater
efficiency and reduced turbo lag at
low engine speeds, as well as
assisting exhaust-gas recirculation
systems.
With exhaust gases up to 100°C
hotter, VGT technology has rarely
been tried on petrol engines. Honda
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Bearing the load
Simple solutions, such as ceramic
ball-bearing turbine bearings, which
reduce the friction of the centre
bearing and give greater bearing
stability, improved transient
response and higher ultimate turbine
speeds. These are already in
production for a range of Garrett
after-market turbos and in Honeywell
OEM production on a 3.0 V6
Mercedes-Benz diesel. This
technology is also used in its
DualBoost engine, with a single
pedestal mounting to reduce noise
transmission.
Alternative materials
Another way of reducing turbine
wheel weight and inertia is to make
them out of titanium/aluminium alloy
– Ti/Al. “It has a similar effect to the
ceramic ball bearings,” says BMW’s
Ardey. “The turbine wheel weighs a
third less, but it is expensive.”
Honeywell’s Balis agrees and so
does Ford’s Johnson, but adds a
note of caution over their reliability.
“They have a failure mode of creep
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growth,” he says, “and you end up
with a very big casing and big
clearances.”
Challenges faced
Continental’s Schwerdel thinks the
weight advantages of Ti/Al wheels
can be as high as 50%, but “the first
challenge with TiAl is hot-gas
corrosion, especially when we look
for a gasoline application with [high]
exhaust gas temperatures. The
second is the industrialisation
process.”
Ford’s Johnson also likes the
idea of ceramic turbine wheels, if
only the durability could be solved.
“They are a great idea,” he says,
“with reduced density and inertia.
But they are brittle and I don’t think
anyone has yet solved the durability
issues.”
Other developments? What
about compound turbocharging,
where you use the engine as a
supply pump for the turbo, which
has a power take-off? Balis is
adamant that Honeywell is working
on this technology for outside
clients, then goes silent.
“I’m not even 5% sure that we
can recover that sort of energy from
the exhaust gas,” says VW’s Hatz.
Ford’s Johnson is sceptical, too.
“It’s still out there on large CVs,” he
says, “but trying to get that kind of
power back into the crankshaft on a
small engine is not really sensible.”
Shifting spotlight
Ceramic ball bearings and lots of
calibration seem to be the mid-term
future for turbo applications, though,
as Balis says, “the march of
technology continues for passengercar diesels. The spotlight is on petrol
at the moment, but diesel turbo
developments are coming”.
Wolfgang Hatz should, perhaps,
have the last word. “Our TDi engines
have been a big success. We need
to do the same for gasoline. As I
said, turbos give driving fun, but also
refuelling fun.”
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Smart way
to save fuel
Keith Howard reports on how smartphones could ease traffic
congestion and improve fuel consumption

T

wenty-plus years ago,
when EU money in the
form of Prometheus
project funding was
swilling around European
car makers and their suppliers,
telematics was seen as core to
making the Continent’s roads both
safer and more efficient.
But as the picture was painted of
a motoring near-future in which traffic
management centres would direct
vehicle flows and roadside bollards
would warn drivers of potentially
hazardous local road conditions,
many of us who were spectators at
the time were complicit in not asking
two tough questions.
First, where was the money going
to come from for all of the roadside
infrastructure involved?
Secondly, and not unrelated, how
would the chicken-and-egg problem
be solved, in which governments
(presumably) would have to spend
large sums on installing it before there
were cars equipped to enjoy the
benefits, or car buyers would be
asked to pay for high-tech
capabilities that did not yet function?
GAME-CHANGING
These questions pose no less of a
difficulty now than they did then. But,
in the interim, there has been a
development that may prove to be
a game-changer: mobile
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telecommunications, in particular its
ultimate expression in the form of the
smartphone. It isn’t just that mobile
telephony provides a convenient
method of communicating data. As
smartphones can gather and analyse
that data, as well as promulgate it,
it also offers up the possibility of
infrastructure-less telematics, in
which our iPhones or Android
‘phones collaborate to make fixed
infrastructure unnecessary.
TOP AWARD
An example of such a system was
unveiled at the MobiSys conference
in the US last August, where the
paper describing it won best paper
award: http://ares.lids.mit.edu/fm/
papers/Koukoumidis_SignalGuru_Mo
biSys_2011.pdf.
Called SignalGuru and developed
at MIT by a group headed up by
Emmanouil Koukoumidis, it is, as yet,
only a promising line of research, not
a product. But it demonstrates how
innovative use of smartphones can
achieve surprising telematics
functionality.
What SignalGuru does is exploit
a windshield-mounted smartphone’s
video capability to gather, analyse
and disseminate information about
the status of traffic lights. This
information can be used in various
ways, the particular application
examined in the research being

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

GLOSA (Green Light Optimal Speed
Advisory), in which drivers in builtup areas are informed of the
optimum speed at which to
approach the next junction, so as to
pass through at green. Such systems
have been shown to reduce fuel
consumption and emissions, relieve
driver frustration and, potentially, cut
journey times. In two small-scale
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Emmanouil Koukoumidis

Research

Smartphones’ role in
traffic management will be
significant in years to come.

Emmanouil Koukoumidis

‘dumb’ traffic light system – widely
deployed in the US and Europe – in
which the only variability is different
cycling times, according to time of
day, whereas Singapore has a stateof-the-art traffic-adaptive system. In
the former, SignalGuru was able to
predict signal switching times with a
mean error of just 0.66 secs. In the
more challenging environment of
Singapore’s sophisticated traffic
control system, this increased to 2.45
secs, but the benefits were still
considerable.

trials of SignalGuru – one in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, the other
in Singapore – it showed itself
capable of an average fuel
consumption reduction of 20.3% and,
of course, there will be a comparable
saving in CO2 emissions.
The point of choosing two trial
locations so far apart is that
Cambridge represents a typical

March/April 2012

NO INTERFERENCE
Processing load – of which image
analysis forms the major part – is held
low enough not to hamper other
functions of the smartphone. Data
communication is at a surprisingly low
rate (just 6kB per hour from a cloud
server) and can also be peer to peer
via IEEE 802.11g ad-hoc mode
wireless LAN, which incurs no
network charge. Battery life is not an
issue, as the ‘phone is assumed to be
powered from the car and the critical
mass of contributing vehicles need
not be large for GLOSA to be effective
with dumb traffic signals; with trafficadaptive signals, however, that critical
mass increases significantly.
This isn’t the only possible
application of SignalGuru data. The
MobiSys paper also suggests TSAN
(Traffic-Signal Adaptive Navigation),

RLDA (Red Light Duration Advisory),
IRLA (Imminent Red Light Advisory)
and RLVA (Red Light Violation
Advisory) applications, along with
windshield camera data, also have
potential uses unrelated to traffic
signal prediction. “For example,
you can have the cameras detect
available parking spots,”
Koukoumidis points out, “or the
ID of buses to give commuters
an estimate of arrival times at each
stop.”
It’s too early to say exactly where
SignalGuru in particular, and
smartphone-based telematics in
general, is headed, but the
contribution of smartphones is
assured. “Smartphones have
become an indispensable tool for
automotive telematics systems,”
says Michael L Sena, president of
Michael L Sena Consulting AB in
Sweden, “either serving as the
modem connection to various service
providers or functioning as the
customer’s off-board interface to
the vehicle.
“Except for direct links to onboard sensors, smartphones have all
the components of integrated
telematics systems: ‘phone module,
positioning device and computer
processor. With built-in screens and
high resolution cameras, their
expanding use in automotive
telematics is a foregone conclusion.”
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D

espite the global
economic woes,
manufacturers of highend sports cars, such as
Ferrari, can’t seem to
build enough to satisfy demand. Shift
up a gear, literally, and the likes of
Bugatti, Koenigsegg and Pagani –
manufacturers of hypercars in the
million-plus Euros echelons – have
plenty of clients willing to dig deep
into their pockets for the latest,
fastest, most exclusive and expensive
car available.
Pagani’s latest supercar, the
tongue-twisting Huayra, is no
exception; its AMG-developed 6-litre
engine delivers circa 1100Nm and
514kW, enough to ensure acceleration
of around three seconds to 100Km/h
and a vee-max well north of 360Km/h.
Trouble is these, almost bespoke,
cars demand engineering solutions
that aren’t readily available. Which is
where British transmission specialist
Xtrac comes into play. Best known for
its work in motorsport, from F1 to
touring cars, the Wokingham-based
specialist is now applying that
knowledge to production cars.
Competition experience
Xtrac had previously worked with
Pagani on the Zonda R programme,
applying their competition experience
to the track version of the Zonda.
Adrian Moore, Xtrac’s technical
director, explains that the company
was already investigating the business
opportunities of a transmission for the
growing number of manufacturers
producing niche high performance
cars when Pagani approached them
to develop a gearbox for the Huayra.
“We were working on the
transmission for this type of
vehicle as a generic
programme. We saw that quite
a few people were making this
type of car and didn’t have
adequate transmissions, just
what was available. We saw a
niche to design and develop a
transmission to a high
specification, with a package that
would be available for them when
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Question time

Moving up a gear
British transmission specialist Xtrac is delivering the searing performance few others
can match – as Ian Adcock discovers from Adrian Moore
Pagani approached us,” he explains.
The Italian manufacturer, says
Moore, had “undefined problems”
with the original supplier before “we
came in and gave them a solution with
a good package”.
There’s a fundamental difference
between competition and road-going
transmissions, the former usually
being non synchromesh dog boxes
with high levels of noise, vibration and
harshness (NVH). So, translating
Xtrac’s expertise from the track to a
sophisticated road car was going to
require an engineering rethink.
Fine degree of refinement
“The fundamental need is the
refinement and NVH of this gearbox to
a level required for a car that costs
this sort of money. Gears, in particular,
have been designed to a very fine
degree of refinement and it’s a
synchromesh ‘box, using
commercially available synchros,
although they’re proprietary parts and
not specially designed for this ‘box,”
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states Moore. “They’re sized and
calibrated accordingly. We have a
pretty sophisticated synchromesh
tool, which we use to simulate how
big they need to be and then the
supplier validated all those
calculations,” he says, before going
on to explain how Xtrac used its own
in-house software to develop the
transmission.
“For Pagani, we used the analysis

“We look at each
component and its
loading, but then we
also look at the fatigue
life of the components
using the accumulative
damage techniques.”
techniques we’ve developed primarily
for our motorsport products. One of
the interesting analysis tools we have
is a technique based on accumulative
life of the product, based on duty
cycles. Basically, it simulates a decay
of the component, which can predict
life, and that seems like quite an
effective tool for sizing
components.”
Xtrac works with the
vehicle’s duty cycle or, if there
isn’t one, evolves one and
then rates the various design
concepts before going into
final design. “We look at each
component and its loading,
but then we also look at the
fatigue life of the components,
using the accumulative damage
techniques,” he explains.

Cars such as the Huayra don’t
accumulate high mileages. “But you
still have to design for a tough duty
cycle, as you always get a few owners
who drive them hard. You can’t cut
any engineering corners.”
It’s a transverse layout, with a
bevel gear turning the drive through
90°, having two shafts in the ‘box laid
on top of each other, with the final
drive rolled forward through an idler
shaft and as far forward as it could
be located.
Enlightened approach
As a result of using aerospace grade
aluminium, with a corrosion coating
applied, and Finite Element Analysis
to minimise mass – as well as Xtrac’s
own specially formulated carburising
steel for the gears and shafts to
ensure strength, durability and
reliability – the gearbox’s weight is just
96Kgs; some 70Kgs less than a dual
clutch would have been, claims
Pagani.
The electro-hydraulic automation
comes from Italian supplier Automac,
which collaborated with Xtrac on the
gearbox interface, both working with
Bosch, who supplied the engine
management hardware and
programming, along with Pagani to
get the right shift quality and times.
However, Moore won’t elaborate on
that, beyond saying that the
mechanical shift inside the gearbox
“will be faster than 80 milliseconds”,
which is what Lamborghini claims.
“Pagani is a showcase of current
and emerging technologies rolled into
one. From an engineering perspective,
that’s the value of these vehicles,”
Moore concludes.
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60 second interview

Jim Griffin, managing director, Automotive Insulations

New solutions can help OEMs reduce
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